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MOUNTING THE TERMIGNONI SILENCER

•Before removing the valve cable make a mark to
sign the position of the valve wheel (Fig. A);
•Insert the metal band on the final body using the
washer 8x16 and the screw M8x25 (in the pack)
(Fig. B);
•Screw in to place the sonda lambda on the final
body (Fig. C);
•Insert the final body to the original motorbike part.
Do not tighten the screw of the metal band (Fig. D);
•Position the cable (in the pack) to the valve
inserting it to the bracket of the cable passage (Fig.
E) without tightening the fixing nut;
•Pass the cable between the frame and the fairing
Fig. F;
•Turn the valve cable fixing wheel so mounting of
the cable (in the pack) becomes easier (Fig. G)
position the wheel back to in the starting point
where the mark was made. Place the original
plastic cap back on;
•Fix the valve cable tightening the nut (Fig. H);
•Insert the silencer to the final body. Using the
spring (in the pack) hook together (Fig. I);
•Fix the sonda lambda cable to the correct hook
(Fig. J);
•Mount the silencer ring holder with the rubber band
and place on the silencer as in Fig. K;
•Position the silencer ring holder correctly as in Fig.
L using the screw M8X55 washer 8X16 and nut M8
(in the pack) without tightening;
•After all is positioned and in the right place tighten
all screws (Fig. M);
•Control that there is no contact of the silencer (Fig.
N).
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Honda CBR 1000 RR ’08

1)

N°1 SILENCER H081

2)

N°1 SILENCER RING HOLDER TH094

3)

N°1 RING HOLDER RUBBER Ø 120

4)

N°1 FINAL BODY H081

5)

N°1 LONG SPRING WITH RUBBER

6)

N°1 METAL BAND TK029

7)

N°1 SCREW M8X25

8)

N°1 SCREW M8X55

9)

N°1 SELFLOCKING NUT M8

10) N°2 WASHERS 8X16
11) N°1 VALVOLA PROBE TH100 (without ABS L. 840)
12) N°1 VALVOLA PROBE TH101 (with ABS L. 740)
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